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traffic jam galleries, a forward thinking and welcoming contemporary art space

UPCOMING EXHIBITION

Nick Olsen & Rebecca Pierce

On Thursday 4th of August we will be opening Nick Olsen's and Rebecca Pierce's exhibitions in the gallery. We are looking
forward to showing two completely new bodies of work by these Artists, both tackling subjects relevant to them today. Please join
us for drinks in the gallery at 6pm in the evening.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hugh McLachlan

Hugh McLachlan - Deflating Form, 60 x 40 x 15 cm, High Polished Marine Grade Stainless Steel and Blackened Steel

Hugh McLachlan has be selected for the Woollahra Sculpture Prize! Established in 2001, the Woollahra Small Sculpture Prize
attracts strong support from artists, collectors and critics and is the first national acquisitive prize for an original, freestanding
sculpture of up to 80cm in any dimension.
Over 500 entries from Australian and International artists are received annually and approximately 40 finalists' works are
exhibited over a 16 day period at the historic Woollahra Council Chambers in Double Bay, Sydney, Australia.
For more beautiful sculptural works by Hugh have a look at his page on our website here.

Kathryn McGovern

Kathryn McGovern - Hold On To Your Heart, 40 x 40 cm, Pen, Ink, Watercolour and Gouache on Paper

Kathryn McGovern has been pre-selected for the Brisbane Art Prize. The awards night will take place on the 18th of August at
the Judith Wright Centre, 420 Brunswick St, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, Queensland. The theme of the award is 'The Meaning of
Life'.
Please visit the website here for more images of her work.

NEW ARTIST

Daryl Turner

Daryl Turner - Busy, 50 x 61 cm, Acrylic on Canvas / Daryl Turner - Caught In Love, 76 x 107 cm, Acrylic on Canvas

tjg is looking forward to welcoming Artist Daryl Turner to the gallery. Daryl Turner is an established Australian Artist whose
works reflect concern with the collective unconscious, those myths and images absorbed by our everyday existence and then fed
back to us through dreams, psychological thoughts, myths and subconscious states of mind such as fear, anxiety, love and the
search for perfection.
‘Like any Mythical tale there are symbols of good and evil, of fear and redemption, I am not trying to say anything particular about
our situation, these are not political works but journeys into our interior, things we call a sense of self’ - DARYL TURNER
traffic jam galleries will have 7 of his works available very soon.

NEW WORKS

Sally West

Sally West - Natives From Old Pittwater Road, 100 x 100 cm, Oil on Canvas / Sally West - Natives From Yesterday, 75 x 75 cm, Oil on Canvas

tjg this week will be receiving beautifully vibrant, luscious new Sally West works. Expanding in a new direction with her florals
these works reflect an intensity of palette, that further enhances Sally’s trademark generous application of oil impasto with a
focus on flower and plant life. Also eagerly awaited will be the delivery of new boat and coastal scenes in her idiosyncratic pastel
palette.
To view Sally's work on the tjg website please click here.

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Traffic Stopper Sale

Now coming up to it's final weekend, our Traffic Stopper Sale will soon be coming to a close. It has been another great end of
financial year and we are looking forward to getting back into regular programming. If you have not had a chance to pop in to the
gallery for the Sale now is the time, with works and discounts all chosen by the Artists.
If you would like to view images and Catalogues have look here.

FEATURE WALL

Bruno Mota

Bruno Mota - Riding A Bike, 77 x 102 cm, Acrylic on Canvas

Showing for the first time in the gallery, during our upcoming exhibition, the feature wall for the exhibition side of the gallery will
consist of works by Bruno Mota. A Brazilian artist based in Sydney, Bruno paints his new environment with a South American
vibrancy and enthusiasm. He is new to the gallery and we are looking forward to the public being able to experience these
explosive works
Please do not hesitate to have a look at the rest of his work on the traffic jam galleries website here.

EXHIBITIONS TO SEE
- Frida Khalo and Diego Rivera, Art Gallery of New South Wales: Until 9 October
- Jompet Kuswidananto - After Voices, Sherman Contemporary Art Foundation: Until 10 September
- Edgar Degas - A New Vision: National Gallery of Victoria: Until 18 September

Quote:
"The most fundamental reason one paints is to see."
Brett Whiteley.

All the best from Bianca, Clio, Rebecca, Rhys, Soti and Yan
A traffic jam you will want to get stuck in …
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